SOLUTIONS

Critical Communications Across
Your Organization, Instantly.
AT OMNILERT, WE UNDERSTAND
Organizational safety is a full-time job. During
critical events, getting the right message to
the right people is an imperative piece of
your emergency response plan. Preplanned
communication, situationally aligned, and delivered
to the right people reduces human error during
times of high stress. Before things get hectic,
you’ve already gotten the word out.

Clear communication promotes
confidence and peace-of-mind
across an organization.
Calm. Cool. Communicated.

DESIGNED AROUND
YOUR ORGANIZATION

OMNIMODAL™ APPROACH

Emergencies can happen everywhere – from
the manufacturing floor to the campus quad.
Our unique approach to emergency planning,
notification, and response provides you with an
effective and reliable solution for your industry.

Initiate critical response communications across
all technologies and devices to reach every
person no matter where they are or what they are
doing.
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A Connected Organization is Informed and
Informed People are Empowered.
SCENARIOS® — AN OMNILERT EXCLUSIVE
With Scenarios, you can align, capture, and initiate your organization’s emergency response plan’s
predefined series of unique actions. Emergency response is quicker, easier, and more effective.
Response actions can include:
• Launch unique messages and guidance to specific groups and end points
• Activate connected safety hardware’s response capabilities
• Initiate Unified Command via web or conference call
There’s no limit to the possibilities, providing you the ability to integrate with an increasingly connected
world to improve critical communications.

+ INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
Ease of use to meet your demands. Designed
for use under duress, you can get up-to-speed
quickly and take action when needed. It is
powerful and feature-rich, yet easy to use.

+ CLOUD-BASED ANYWHERE ACCESS
Reliability you can count on. Your organization
is provided a failure-resistant infrastructure
and you can log in from any desktop or mobile
device.

+ MOBILITY
Interaction with, and control from, mobile
applications. Omnilert offers Native apps in the
Google Play and Apple App stores, as well as
an Instant app to provide the app experience
to all subscribers without requiring users to
download anything.

When the unplanned occurs, launch
pre-planned communications.

+ FUTURE-PROOF INVESTMENT
Get automatic feature upgrades. Omnilert’s
constant innovation keeps you up to date with
what’s next in critical communications.

+ ACTIONABLE REPORTING
Get proof that it works. Track recipient
confirmations, polling, and other feedback;
analyze response effectiveness; and access
statistics on subscribers, messages, and more.

+ FLEXIBLE USER MANAGEMENT Optimize
subscriber involvement. Select opt-in or opt-out
subscriptions, self-service via the web or text
messages, and administrator uploads. Connect
systems directly with the Omnilert API.

+ SUCCESS PROGRAM
Maximum preparedness. A dedicated team to
help you set-up, customize, deploy, train, test,
and improve — constantly — accessible 24/7.

www.omnilert.com
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